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(54) Identification of faults in a target system

(57) A method of identifying faults in a target system
is provided. The method including steps of: (a) providing
a failure knowledge database for the target system,
wherein the failure knowledge database specifies a plu-
rality of failure mode and symptom data records, each
data record identifying (i) a component of the target sys-
tem, (ii) a failure mode for that component and (iii) a cor-
responding failure symptom; (b) receiving an incident re-
port specifying a particular component and a reported
failure symptom; (c) identifying candidate failure mode
and symptom data records which may explain the inci-
dent report by reference to the failure knowledge data-
base; (d) calculating respective confidence values for the
candidate data records; (e) comparing the calculated
confidence values; and (f) generating a maintenance in-
struction for the target system, the instruction pertaining
to at least the candidate data record having the highest

calculated confidence value. The method further in-
cludes the step of providing an incident report correction
database which specifies, for each of at least a subset
of the components of the failure knowledge database,
one or more alternative components which are possible
sources of reported failure symptoms and/or one or more
possible alternative failure symptoms to reported failure
symptoms, the alternative components and the alterna-
tive failure symptoms having corresponding failure mode
and symptom data records in the failure knowledge da-
tabase. The identifying step uses the incident report cor-
rection database to expand the number of identified can-
didate failure mode and symptom data records to include
data records of alternative components and/or alterna-
tive failure symptoms which may explain the incident re-
port.
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Description

Field of the Invention

[0001] The present invention relates to a method and a system for identifying faults in a target system.

Background of the Invention

[0002] Fault finding in complex systems (such as railway vehicles) generally requires a high level of knowledge and
experience on the part of fault-finding personnel. Thus support systems have been developed to assist with the fault-
finding procedure. Such support systems may generate instructions for a user, such as a maintenance worker or engineer,
based on the contents of a knowledge base. To filter out irrelevant failure modes, the support systems may also utilize
sensors, observations, and/or testing results. Where more than one failure mode may explain the observed or reported
failure symptoms, rankings can be applied to the failure modes to assist efficient fault finding.
[0003] However, particularly where the person making the initial incident report is not a specialist in fault finding (in
the case of a railway vehicle, for example, the initial report may be from a train driver rather than a specialist engineer),
a problem arises in that the report may contain incorrect or misleading information. In such a case, the support system
may filter out the correct failure mode and/or may provide wrong failure modes and instructions. Similar mistakes can
occur if there is an error in sensor data or subsequent testing of the complex system.

Summary of the Invention

[0004] An aim of the present invention is therefore to provide a method and a support system for identifying faults in
a target system which take account of the possibility of mistakes in incident reports or other data.
[0005] In a first aspect, the present invention provides a method of identifying faults in a target system, the method
including steps of:

providing a failure knowledge database for the target system, wherein the failure knowledge database specifies a
plurality of failure mode and symptom data records, each data record identifying (i) a component of the target system,
(ii) a failure mode for that component and (iii) a corresponding failure symptom;
receiving an incident report specifying a particular component and a reported failure symptom;
identifying candidate failure mode and symptom data records which may explain the incident report by reference to
the failure knowledge database;
calculating respective confidence values for the candidate data records;
comparing the calculated confidence values; and
generating a maintenance instruction for the target system, the instruction pertaining to at least the candidate data
record having the highest calculated confidence value;

wherein the method further includes the step of providing an incident report correction database which specifies, for
each of at least a subset of the components of the failure knowledge database, one or more alternative components
which are possible sources of reported failure symptoms and/or one or more possible alternative failure symptoms to
reported failure symptoms, the alternative components and the alternative failure symptoms having corresponding failure
mode and symptom data records in the failure knowledge database; and
wherein the identifying step uses the incident report correction database to expand the number of identified candidate
failure mode and symptom data records to include data records of alternative components and/or alternative failure
symptoms which may explain the incident report.
[0006] Advantageously, by expanding the number of candidate failure mode and symptom data records in this way,
the method can systematically take account of errors, inaccuracies, uncertainties etc. in failure identification procedures.
[0007] As an example of the systematic approach to fault identification, the incident report correction database may
specify links between pairs of the data records from the failure knowledge database when a functional relation exists
between the respective failure modes of the paired data records. In the identifying step, the data records of the alternative
components and/or the alternative failure symptoms can thus be directly or indirectly linked.
[0008] However, the incident report correction database may specify links between pairs of the data records from the
failure knowledge database even when a functional relation does not exists between the respective failure modes of the
paired data records. For example, links can be specified between data records of corresponding components to take
account of the possibility that a component has been mistakenly identified as another component in the incident report.
This type of mistake can happen when there are similar or identical components in different locations. Similarly, links
can be specified between data records when a failure symptom of one component can be mistaken for a failure symptom
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of another component. This type of mistake can happen when the failure symptom is a noise but the source of that noise
is not easy to pinpoint.
[0009] The method may further include steps of: collecting sensor measurements relating to one or more failure modes;
and before the calculating step, filtering the identified candidate failure mode and symptom data records by excluding
identified candidate failure mode and symptom data records having failure modes which are inconsistent with the collected
sensor measurements. Thus the method can also take account of sensor measurements in a systematic way. Moreover,
the method may further include a step of providing a sensor measurement modification database which specifies possible
modifications to the collected sensor measurements; wherein the filtering step excludes identified candidate failure mode
and symptom data records having failure modes which are inconsistent with modified collected sensor measurements
derived from the sensor measurement modification database; and wherein the confidence values are calculated for the
filtered candidate data records. Thus in the same way that the incident report correction database can take account of
errors, inaccuracies, uncertainties etc. in failure identification procedures, the sensor measurement modification database
can take account of errors, inaccuracies, uncertainties etc. in the sensor measurement.
[0010] Indeed, more generally, in a second aspect, the present invention provides a method of identifying faults in a
target system, the method including steps of:

providing a failure knowledge database for the target system, wherein the failure knowledge database specifies a
plurality of failure mode and symptom data records, each data record identifying (i) a component of the target system,
(ii) a failure mode for that component and (iii) a corresponding failure symptom;
receiving an incident report specifying a particular component and a reported failure symptom;
collecting sensor measurements relating to one or more failure modes;
identifying candidate failure mode and symptom data records which may explain the incident report by reference to
the failure knowledge database;
filtering the identified candidate failure mode and symptom data records by excluding identified candidate failure
mode and symptom data records having failure modes which are inconsistent with the collected sensor measure-
ments;
calculating respective confidence values for the filtered candidate data records;
comparing the calculated confidence values; and
generating a maintenance instruction for the target system, the instruction pertaining to at least the candidate data
record having the highest calculated confidence value;
wherein the method further includes a step of providing a sensor measurement modification database which specifies
possible modifications of collected sensor measurements; and

wherein the filtering step excludes identified candidate failure mode and symptom data records having failure modes
which are inconsistent with modified collected sensor measurements derived from the sensor measurement modification
database.
[0011] In a third aspect, the present invention provides a procedure for repairing a target system including:

performing the method of identifying faults of the first or second aspect; and
performing maintenance on the target system according to the generated maintenance instruction.

[0012] Further aspects of the present invention provide: a computer program comprising code which, when run on a
computer, causes the computer to perform the method of the first or second aspect; a computer readable medium storing
a computer program comprising code which, when run on a computer, causes the computer to perform the method of
the first or second aspect; and a computer system programmed to perform the method of the first or second aspect.
[0013] For example, a computer system (corresponding to the first aspect) can be provided for identifying faults in a
target system, the system including:

a failure knowledge database for the target system, wherein the failure knowledge database specifies a plurality of
failure mode and symptom data records, each data record identifying (i) a component of the target system, (ii) a
failure mode for that component and (iii) a corresponding failure symptom;
one or more processors configured to perform the steps of:

(a) receive an incident report specifying a particular component and a reported failure symptom;
(b) identify candidate failure mode and symptom data records which may explain the incident report by reference
to the failure knowledge database;
(c) calculate respective confidence values for the candidate data records;
(d) compare the calculated confidence values; and
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(e) generate a maintenance instruction for the target system, the instruction pertaining to at least the candidate
data record having the highest calculated confidence value;

wherein the system further includes an incident report correction database which specifies, for each of at least a subset
of the components of the failure knowledge database, one or more alternative components which are possible sources
of reported failure symptoms and/or one or more possible alternative failure symptoms to reported failure symptoms,
the alternative components and the alternative failure symptoms having corresponding failure mode and symptom data
records in the failure knowledge database; and
wherein the identifying step uses the incident report correction database to expand the number of identified candidate
failure mode and symptom data records to include data records of alternative components and/or alternative failure
symptoms which may explain the incident report.
[0014] In another example, a computer system (corresponding to the second aspect) can be provided for identifying
faults in a target system, the system including:

a failure knowledge database for the target system, wherein the failure knowledge database specifies a plurality of
failure mode and symptom data records, each data record identifying (i) a component of the target system, (ii) a
failure mode for that component and (iii) a corresponding failure symptom;
one or more processors configured to perform the steps of:

(a) receive an incident report specifying a particular component and a reported failure symptom;
(b) collect sensor measurements relating to one or more failure modes;
(c) identify candidate failure mode and symptom data records which may explain the incident report by reference
to the failure knowledge database;
(d) filter the identified candidate failure mode and symptom data records by excluding identified candidate failure
mode and symptom data records having failure modes which are inconsistent with the collected sensor meas-
urements;
(e) calculate respective confidence values for the filtered candidate data records;
(d) compare the calculated confidence values; and
(e) generate a maintenance instruction for the target system, the instruction pertaining to at least the candidate
data record having the highest calculated confidence value;

wherein the system further includes a sensor measurement modification database which specifies possible modifications
of collected sensor measurements; and
wherein the filtering step excludes identified candidate failure mode and symptom data records having failure modes
which are inconsistent with modified collected sensor measurements derived from the sensor measurement modification
database.
[0015] The databases of either or both of these example systems may be stored on computer-readable medium or
media. Either or both of the example systems may further include a display device e.g. for displaying any one or more
of: the received incident report, failure mode and symptom data records, calculated confidence values, generated main-
tenance instructions etc.
[0016] Optional features of the invention will now be set out. These are applicable singly or in any combination with
any aspect of the invention.
[0017] The databases may be physically separate databases or may be combined in a single physical database.
[0018] The method may further include steps of: for each of the identified candidate failure mode and symptom data
records (or rather, in the case of the method of the second aspect, for each of the identified and filtered data records),
determining a sensitivity of the calculated confidence values to an error in relation to that data record; and when a high
sensitivity is determined, including a warning in the generated maintenance instruction identifying the respective data
record.
[0019] The method may further include, after the comparing step and before the step generating a maintenance
instruction, steps of: generating a diagnosis instruction for the target system, the instruction pertaining to at least the
candidate data record having the highest calculated confidence value; performing diagnostics on the target system to
determine a likelihood of the failure mode of the or each candidate data record in the diagnosis instruction; and adjusting
the calculated confidence value of the or each candidate data record in the diagnosis instruction on the basis of the
determined likelihood. Thus interim diagnostic evaluations can be used to improve the calculated confidence values.
The step of performing diagnostics can include producing a diagnosis result which can be included in the maintenance
instruction.
[0020] The method may further include a step of providing a maintenance instruction database which specifies main-
tenance procedures for failure modes of the target system. The generated maintenance instruction can then provide a
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maintenance procedure, derived from the maintenance instruction database, corresponding to the failure mode of the
or each candidate data record in the maintenance instruction.
[0021] The target system can be a railway vehicle, railway infrastructure or a railway operation system.
[0022] Further optional features of the invention are set out below.

Brief Description of the Drawings

[0023] Embodiments of the invention will now be described by way of example with reference to the accompanying
drawings in which:

Figure 1 shows a diagrammatic overview of a support system for identifying faults in a target system;

Figure 2 shows an example of a failure mode, effect (i.e. symptom) and causality analysis (FMECA) for a railway
vehicle;

Figure 3 shows a diagrammatic representation of one FMECA record;

Figure 4 shows a diagrammatic representation of a number of structured FMECA records grouped into blocks and
connected together along failure-cause links;

Figure 5 shows a diagrammatic representation number of structured FMECA records for railway vehicle components
of differing complexity and functionality levels;

Figure 6 shows an optional extension to the FMECA records, in which each record also has a link to an inspection
instruction and one or more link(s) to sensor data;

Figure 7 shows a flow chart of a first embodiment of a procedure for fault identification;

Figure 8 shows an example incident report involving a railway vehicle door;

Figure 9 shows the linked records of Figure 4 with a dashed line box indicating a user-identified candidate record,
and a dotted line box indicating an expanded number of directly or indirectly functionally linked candidate records;

Figure 10 shows a flow chart of a second embodiment of a procedure for fault identification;

Figure 11 shows the linked records of Figure 9 with the dotted line box indicating the expanded number of directly
or indirectly functionally linked candidate records, and a dash-dotted box indicating candidate records filtered out
from the expanded number; and

Figure 12 shows a flow chart of a third embodiment of a procedure for fault identification;

Detailed Description and Further Optional Features of the Invention

[0024] The ensuing description provides preferred exemplary embodiment(s) only, and is not intended to limit the
scope, applicability or configuration of the invention. Rather, the ensuing description of the preferred exemplary embod-
iment(s) will provide those skilled in the art with an enabling description for implementing a preferred exemplary embod-
iment of the invention, it being understood that various changes may be made in the function and arrangement of
elements without departing from the scope of the invention.
[0025] Specific details are given in the following description to provide a thorough understanding of the embodiments.
However, it will be understood by one of ordinary skill in the art that embodiments maybe practiced without these specific
details. For example, well-known circuits, processes, algorithms, structures, and techniques may be shown without
unnecessary detail in order to avoid obscuring the embodiments.
[0026] Also, it is noted that embodiments may be described as a process which is depicted as a flowchart, a flow
diagram, a data flow diagram, a structure diagram, or a block diagram. Although a flowchart may describe the operations
as a sequential process, many of the operations can be performed in parallel or concurrently. In addition, the order of
the operations may be re-arranged. A process is terminated when its operations are completed, but could have additional
steps not included in the figure. A process may correspond to a method, a function, a procedure, a subroutine, a
subprogram, etc. When a process corresponds to a function, its termination corresponds to a return of the function to
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the calling function or the main function.
[0027] As disclosed herein, the term "computer readable medium" may represent one or more devices for storing data,
including read only memory (ROM), random access memory (RAM), magnetic RAM, core memory, magnetic disk storage
mediums, optical storage mediums, flash memory devices and/or other machine readable mediums for storing informa-
tion. The term "computer-readable medium" includes, but is not limited to portable or fixed storage devices, optical
storage devices, wireless channels and various other mediums capable of storing, containing or carrying instruction(s)
and/or data.
[0028] Furthermore, embodiments may be implemented by hardware, software, firmware, middleware, microcode,
hardware description languages, or any combination thereof. When implemented in software, firmware, middleware or
microcode, the program code or code segments to perform the necessary tasks may be stored in a machine readable
medium such as storage medium. A processor(s) may perform the necessary tasks. A code segment may represent a
procedure, a function, a subprogram, a program, a routine, a subroutine, a module, a software package, a class, or any
combination of instructions, data structures, or program statements. A code segment may be coupled to another code
segment or a hardware circuit by passing and/or receiving information, data, arguments, parameters, or memory contents.
Information, arguments, parameters, data, etc. may be passed, forwarded, or transmitted via any suitable means including
memory sharing, message passing, token passing, network transmission, etc.
[0029] Figure 1 shows a diagrammatic overview of a support system 100 for identifying faults in a target system, which
may be, for example, a railway vehicle 1, railway infrastructure 2 or a railway operational system 3. The system contains
a number of databases including: a sensor database 4 which contains sensor measurements obtained from the target
system, a failure knowledge database 5 which contains a failure mode and symptom data structure, a maintenance
instruction database 6 which contains maintenance procedures for failure modes of the target system, a report data
correction knowledge database 7 which specifies alternative target system components and alternative failure symptoms
for expanding the numbers of possible failure candidates, and a sensor data modification knowledge database 8 which
specifies possible modifications of sensor measurements. The support system also has processing units including: a
failure candidate ranking unit 9, an instructions generation unit 10, and a user interface unit 12. The roles of these
databases and units will be discussed in more detail below.
[0030] The support system 100 enables an approach to fault identification in the target system which takes into account
in a systematic manner the possibility of incorrect information having been provided to the user.
[0031] A significant element of the system 100 is the failure knowledge database 5 and the report correction database
7, which may contain structured records of the type described below in relation to Figures 2 to 7.
[0032] Figure 2 shows a table providing an example of a failure mode, effect (i.e. symptom) and causality analysis
(FMECA) for a railway vehicle. The table has respective columns for specifying a component (column 1), a failure mode
(column 2), a failure cause (column 3), and a failure symptom (column 4). Each of the rows (numbered 1 to 15) of the
FMECA table provides a different failure cause for different parts of the railway vehicle, and associates with each cause
a failure mode (i.e. an observable, measurable, or otherwise detectable, technical result of the failure cause) and a
failure symptom. The failure symptom, which can be the same for different failure causes and modes, is the effect the
failure has on the operation of the vehicle. More particularly, each combination of a given failure symptom and a given
component produces one FMECA record. Thus row no. 1 of the FMECA table having the failure symptom "Passenger
cannot get on/off" for the door component is one FMECA record, and the row nos. 2 and 3 of the FMECA table having
the failure symptom "Operation delay" for the door component is another FMECA record.
[0033] Figure 3 shows a diagrammatic representation of one FMECA record, which as indicated by the dashed line
box are a given component, a failure symptom, a failure mode and one or more failure causes which can produce the
failure mode and symptom. As indicated by the dotted line box, however, a given component can also feature in another
FMECA record. Each component can be a multi-part component.
[0034] The FMECA records can be grouped into blocks, each corresponding to a different component, as shown in
Figure 4 in which one block is indicated by the dashed line box. Further, as shown in Figure 4, the records can be linked
to other records along failure-cause links. A failure-cause link can be made when a functional relation exists between
the respective failure modes of two records. In particular, the failure cause of a higher functional level record can
correspond to the failure symptom of a linked lower functional level record. This linkage produces a hierarchy of records,
in which records covering upper level functionality are linked initially directly and then indirectly to progressively lower
level functionality records.
[0035] The functionality levels typically correspond to the size and/or complexity of the components. For example,
Figure 5 shows FMECA records for railway vehicle components of differing complexity. Upper level functionality is
associated with a door component, which has several constituent parts. Mid level functionality is associated with those
different parts, such as a door rail and an air actuator. Lower level functionality is associated in turn with constituent
parts of the mid level components, which in the case of the air actuator can be a piston, a mount, piping and an adjustment
valve.
[0036] Figure 6 shows an optional extension to the structured FMECA records, in which each record also has a link
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to an inspection instruction and one or more link(s) to sensor data that may be obtained from such an inspection. The
sensor data can be stored in the sensor database 4.
[0037] In terms of implementation, the failure knowledge database 5 can store information providing the basic FMECA
records and the report correction database 7 can store information providing the functional linkages between the records.
[0038] Figure 7 shows a flow chart of a first embodiment of a procedure for fault identification which can use the
FMECA records of the type discussed above. At an initial stage of the method an incident report, of the type shown in
Figure 8, is generated. The incident report 20 shown in Figure 8 is for an incident involving a railway vehicle door, and
specifies a component 21 (i.e. a door in a specific location) and a failure symptom 22. The failure symptom may be
recorded in the incident report in free text in terms of general difficulties or problems in operating the vehicle, and/or in
more specific terms analogous to the failure mode. The report also contains an incident date and time 23 and an asset
ID 24 for the respective vehicle. The report may be generated, for example, by an operator of the vehicle or a maintenance
engineer, and is then sent to a user of the support system 100, where it may appear on a display screen.
[0039] The user accesses FMECA records for the target system through the failure knowledge database 5, and selects
one or more records which appear to correspond to the incident report. Next, the user accesses the report correction
database 7, which allows the user to expand the number of records to include records having alternative components
and/or having alternative failure symptoms which may explain the incident report. This expansion can be an automated
procedure, or can a user guided procedure.
[0040] For example, the incident report shown in Figure 8 specifies a door component 21 and a failure symptom 22
which is that the door takes longer than usual to open. As illustrated in Figure 9, which shows the same linked records
of Figure 4, the user can identify from this report a candidate record (indicated by a dashed line box) from the failure
knowledge database 5 which appears to explain the failure. The report correction database 7, however, allows the
number of candidate records to be expanded to include all the lower level records which are directly or indirectly func-
tionally linked to the first record. The expanded number of candidate records is indicated in Figure 9 by the dotted line box.
[0041] In addition, as well as expanding the number of candidate records using these functional links, the report
correction database 7 may also specify non-functional links between records that can be used to further expand the
number of candidate records. These further links can be based on experience of fault finding in the target system. For
example, such experience may teach that when an incident report specifies a particular component (the saloon door at
location A in the report 20 of Figure 8), there is a possibility that the location will have been incorrectly identified in the
report. Thus, the report correction database 7 may also specify links between all the saloon doors of a carriage (e.g. at
doors at locations A to D), such that the expanded number of candidate records includes records for the saloon doors
at locations B, C and D (and indeed for the corresponding functionally linked records for the doors at locations B, C and
D) as well as at location A.
[0042] As another example, failure symptoms are often described in terms of abnormal machinery noise. However,
as sound can propagate in the target system along paths such that a person hearing a noise may mistakenly associate
the noise with the wrong component. Thus, the report correction database 7 may also specify links between records
where there is reason to believe that a failure symptom of one component may be mistaken for a failure symptom of
another component.
[0043] Returning to Figure 7, having identified an expanded list of candidate failure mode and symptom data records
which may explain the incident report, these can be consolidated in an expanded failure report. For example, the report
of Figure 8 can be expanded to mention also the possibility of the fault being in the doors at locations A, B, C or D. It
may not be necessary to refer in the expanded report to the lower level functionally linked records as these can be readily
determined from the failure knowledge database 5.
[0044] Next, using the failure candidate ranking unit 9 of the support system 100, confidence values can be calculated
for the candidate data records. These values can take into account various factors, which may be scored and combined
(e.g. added and/or multiplied together) to produce a final confidence value. For example, the factors can include:

• The original incident report itself, so that if words from a candidate record are contained in the report (whether as
part of the component, symptom, cause or mode of the record), the record is given a high score. Lower level records
which are functionally linked to the high scoring record may also be given high scores.

• If a particular record is specified in advance by a user of the support system 100, this, and lower level functionally
linked records, may be given high scores.

• If sensor data indicates that a fault may lie in a particular component, the scores for that record and lower level
functionally linked records can be high.

• If fault probability data are available for the different components of the candidate records, these can be used to
provide corresponding scores (probability-based scores for higher level records can be obtained by summing up
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the scores of functionally linked lower level records).

• Related to this, a candidate record having a failure mode which has many functional links to lower level records can
be given a high score because if the corresponding component is inspected and found not to be defective this can
efficiently eliminate many lower level candidate records. For example, checking door-opening functionality can
eliminate fault possibilities in many door-opening-related components.

• Similarly, a candidate record which has many connections to higher level candidate records can be given high score
as is a common cause of many possible failure modes.

[0045] Still using the failure candidate ranking unit 9, the calculated confidence values can then be compared, for
example in the form of list of the candidate records ranked in order of confidence value.
[0046] Next, the instruction generation unit 10 of the support system 100 can generate a maintenance instruction for
the target system generated. The maintenance instruction may relate only to the candidate data record having the highest
confidence value, or may relate to all or part of the ranked list of the candidate records. The instruction may also include
maintenance procedures for the relevant failure mode or modes extracted from the maintenance instruction database 6.
[0047] The user interface unit 12 of the support system 100 can provide GUIs and prompts for inputting the data
required for the above procedure for fault identification, and can also provide GUIs for showing data structures, reports,
interim and final results of the procedure etc.
[0048] Figure 10 shows, in a second embodiment, a flow chart of an expanded procedure for fault identification. The
expanded procedure includes a stage (which is shown after the stage of generating the expanded failure report, but
could be earlier) of receiving sensor data. For example, the sensor data may be obtained on the basis inspection
instructions linked to the structured FMECA records of the failure knowledge database 5, as illustrated in Figure 6, and
stored in the sensor database 4.
[0049] The sensor data can then be used to filter (i.e. reduce in number) the candidate failure mode and symptom
data records. For example, as illustrated in Figure 11, which indicates by the dotted line box shows the expanded number
of candidate records of Figure 9, if sensor data indicates that the air flow in the air actuator is normal, then the records
indicated by the dash-dotted box can be excluded as candidates.
[0050] Before the filtering is performed, however, a further possibility is to make allowances for possible errors in the
sensor data, as specified in the sensor data modification knowledge database 8. For example, with reference to Figure
11, a measurement may be taken from an air pressure sensor to indicate whether the air flow in the air actuator is normal.
However, if it is known that the sensor only provides reliable measurements within an operating temperature range, the
sensor data modification knowledge database may specify that the filtering out of the records indicated by the dash-
dotted box is only allowed if the air pressure sensor indicates a normal pressure and a separate temperature sensor
measurement indicates that the ambient temperature is within the operating temperature range. Thus the pressure
measurement is modified by the supplementary temperature measurement. In a simpler example, if it is known or
suspected that a particular sensor is faulty or that there is a problem with a communication line from a particular sensor,
the sensor data modification knowledge database may specify that sensor data from that sensor is not to be used to
filter the candidate failure mode and symptom data records.
[0051] Although not shown in Figure 7 or 10, an inspection of the target system may be performed after the confidence
values have been calculated for the candidate records or, after the maintenance instruction has been generated and
(further) sensor data obtained. Using this further data, as well as any original sensor data, the filtered failure report can
be generated or re-generated (as the case may be), and the confidence values recalculated. Thus it is possible for the
procedure to loop back as and when more sensor data becomes available.
[0052] More particularly, the maintenance instruction database 6 may contain diagnosis instructions as well as main-
tenance procedures for failure modes of the target system. The instruction generation unit 10 can then generate a
diagnosis instruction for the target system, for example relating to the candidate data record having the highest calculated
confidence value. The result of that diagnosis, in the form of (further) sensor data, can be used to generate or re-generate
the filtered failure report and recalculate the confidence values. The diagnosis result can be included in the final main-
tenance instruction.
[0053] Figure 12 shows, in a third embodiment, a flow chart of a further expanded procedure for fault identification.
Relative to the first and second embodiments, the further expanded procedure includes a stage of evaluating the risk
that wrong information has been used in the confidence value calculation. In other words, the sensitivity of the calculated
confidence values to errors in relation to the candidate data records can be determined.
[0054] A change in confidence value for one candidate record can be defined by: 
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where i is a candidate record number, m is an information modification pattern, X_org is the original confidence value
for the ith record, and X_org is the modified confidence value for the ith record under the mth information modification
pattern. Different information modification patterns can be tested by varying the scores used to calculate the confidence
values. For example, if a sensor provides a measurement which suggests a high probability of a fault in a given component,
then that component may have a correspondingly high score for the sensor measurement in its confidence value cal-
culation. One of the information modification patterns may then test for sensitivity to error in that measurement by lowering
or eliminating the score for that sensor measurement.
[0055] For a given change information modification pattern, the total sensitivity associated with that pattern can be
defined as:

where Σ indicates summation over the i records. If Σ(C(i,m)) is minus, the procedure may disregard the particular
information modification pattern for the purposes of sensitivity evaluation as it is likely that the modified pattern contains
a contradiction.
[0056] If T(m) is large, this suggests that the changed information in that information modification pattern is important
for the investigation of the target system, because if the information is wrong it can affect the whole inspection/maintenance
process. Thus the risk evaluation stage makes it possible to include warnings in the subsequently generated maintenance
instruction or diagnosis instruction about critical elements of the target system.
[0057] If the value of X_mod for the record having the largest X_org is larger than the value of X_org for that record,
then this is an indication that the fault identification analysis could be based on incorrect information (e.g. a faulty sensor
measurement which is removed in the respective information modification pattern). An appropriate message or warning
can then be added to the maintenance instruction.

Claims

1. A method of identifying faults in a target system (1, 2, 3), the method including steps of:

providing a failure knowledge database (5) for the target system, wherein the failure knowledge database
specifies a plurality of failure mode and symptom data records, each data record identifying (i) a component of
the target system, (ii) a failure mode for that component and (iii) a corresponding failure symptom;
receiving an incident report specifying a particular component and a reported failure symptom;
identifying candidate failure mode and symptom data records which may explain the incident report by reference
to the failure knowledge database;
calculating respective confidence values for the candidate data records;
comparing the calculated confidence values; and
generating a maintenance instruction for the target system, the instruction pertaining to at least the candidate
data record having the highest calculated confidence value;

wherein the method further includes the step of providing an incident report correction database (7) which specifies,
for each of at least a subset of the components of the failure knowledge database, one or more alternative components
which are possible sources of reported failure symptoms and/or one or more possible alternative failure symptoms
to reported failure symptoms, the alternative components and the alternative failure symptoms having corresponding
failure mode and symptom data records in the failure knowledge database; and
wherein the identifying step uses the incident report correction database to expand the number of identified candidate
failure mode and symptom data records to include data records of alternative components and/or alternative failure
symptoms which may explain the incident report.

2. A method of identifying faults in a target system according claim 1, wherein:
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the incident report correction database specifies links between pairs of the data records from the failure knowl-
edge database when a functional relation exists between the respective failure modes of the paired data records,
and
in the identifying step, the data records of the alternative components and/or the alternative failure symptoms
are directly or indirectly linked.

3. A method of identifying faults in a target system according to claim 1 or 2, further including steps of:

collecting sensor measurements relating to one or more failure modes; and
before the calculating step, filtering the identified candidate failure mode and symptom data records by excluding
identified candidate failure mode and symptom data records having failure modes which are inconsistent with
the collected sensor measurements.

4. A method of identifying faults in a target system according to claim 3, wherein the method further includes a step
of providing a sensor measurement modification database (8) which specifies possible modifications to the collected
sensor measurements;
wherein the filtering step excludes identified candidate failure mode and symptom data records having failure modes
which are inconsistent with modified collected sensor measurements derived from the sensor measurement mod-
ification database; and
wherein the confidence values are calculated for the filtered candidate data records.

5. A method of identifying faults in a target system, the method including steps of:

providing a failure knowledge database (5) for the target system, wherein the failure knowledge database
specifies a plurality of failure mode and symptom data records, each data record identifying (i) a component of
the target system, (ii) a failure mode for that component and (iii) a corresponding failure symptom;
receiving an incident report specifying a particular component and a reported failure symptom;
collecting sensor measurements relating to one or more failure modes;
identifying candidate failure mode and symptom data records which may explain the incident report by reference
to the failure knowledge database;
filtering the identified candidate failure mode and symptom data records by excluding identified candidate failure
mode and symptom data records having failure modes which are inconsistent with the collected sensor meas-
urements;
calculating respective confidence values for the filtered candidate data records;
comparing the calculated confidence values; and
generating a maintenance instruction for the target system, the instruction pertaining to at least the candidate
data record having the highest calculated confidence value;

wherein the method further includes a step of providing a sensor measurement modification database (8) which
specifies possible modifications of collected sensor measurements; and
wherein the filtering step excludes identified candidate failure mode and symptom data records having failure modes
which are inconsistent with modified collected sensor measurements derived from the sensor measurement mod-
ification database.

6. A method of identifying faults in a target system according to claim 1 or 2, further including steps of:

for each of the identified candidate failure mode and symptom data records, determining a sensitivity of the
calculated confidence values to an error in relation to that data record; and
when a high sensitivity is determined, including a warning in the generated maintenance instruction identifying
the respective data record.

7. A method of identifying faults in a target system according to any one of claims 3 to 5, further including steps of:

for each of the filtered candidate failure mode and symptom data records, determining a sensitivity of the
calculated confidence values to an error in relation to that data record; and
when a high sensitivity is determined, including a warning in the generated maintenance instruction identifying
the respective data record.
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8. A method of identifying faults in a target system according to any one of the previous claims, wherein the method
further includes, after the comparing step and before the step generating a maintenance instruction, steps of:

generating a diagnosis instruction for the target system, the instruction pertaining to at least the candidate data
record having the highest calculated confidence value;
performing diagnostics on the target system to determine a likelihood of the failure mode of the or each candidate
data record in the diagnosis instruction; and
adjusting the calculated confidence value of the or each candidate data record in the diagnosis instruction on
the basis of the determined likelihood.

9. A method of identifying faults in a target system according to claim 8, wherein the step of performing diagnostics
includes producing a diagnosis result, and the generated maintenance instruction includes the diagnosis result.

10. A method of identifying faults in a target system according to any one of the previous claims, wherein the method
further includes a step of providing a maintenance instruction database (6) which specifies maintenance procedures
for failure modes of the target system; and
wherein the generated maintenance instruction provides a maintenance procedure, derived from the maintenance
instruction database, corresponding to the failure mode of the or each candidate data record in the maintenance
instruction.

11. A method of identifying faults in a target system according to any one of the previous claims, wherein the target
system is a railway vehicle, railway infrastructure or a railway operation system.

12. A procedure for repairing a target system including:

performing the method of identifying faults of any one of the previous claims; and
performing maintenance on the target system according to the generated maintenance instruction.

13. A computer system (100) programmed to perform the method of any one of claims 1 to 11.

14. A computer program comprising code which, when run on a computer, causes the computer to perform the method
of any one of claims 1 to 11.

15. A computer readable medium storing the computer program of claim 14.

Amended claims in accordance with Rule 137(2) EPC.

1. A method of identifying faults in a target system (1, 2, 3), the method including steps of:

providing a failure knowledge database (5) for the target system, wherein the failure knowledge database
specifies a plurality of failure mode and symptom data records, each data record identifying (i) a component of
the target system, (ii) a failure mode for that component and (iii) a corresponding failure symptom;
providing an incident report correction database (7) which specifies, for each of at least a subset of the com-
ponents of the failure knowledge database, one or more alternative components which are possible sources of
reported failure symptoms and/or one or more possible alternative failure symptoms to reported failure symp-
toms, the alternative components and the alternative failure symptoms having corresponding failure mode and
symptom data records in the failure knowledge database;
receiving an incident report specifying a particular component and a reported failure symptom;
identifying candidate failure mode and symptom data records which may explain the incident report by reference
to the failure knowledge database, and further by using the incident report correction database to expand the
number of candidate data records to include data records of alternative components and/or alternative failure
symptoms which may explain the incident report;
calculating respective confidence values for the candidate data records;
comparing the calculated confidence values;
for each of the candidate data records, determining a sensitivity of the calculated confidence values to an error
in relation to that data record; and
generating a maintenance instruction for the target system, the instruction pertaining to at least the candidate
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data record having the highest calculated confidence value, and when a high sensitivity is determined, a warning
being included in the generated maintenance instruction identifying the respective data record.

2. A method of identifying faults in a target system according to claim 1, wherein the step of determining a sensitivity
of the calculated confidence values includes: (i) calculating for each candidate data record a change in confidence
value C(i,m) = (X_mod-X_org)/X_org, where i is the candidate record number, X_org is the original confidence value
for the ith record, and X_mod is a modified confidence value for the ith record under an information modification
pattern m in which a pattern of scores used to calculate the confidence values is varied, and (ii) calculating a total
sensitivity to the information modification pattern T(m) = (Σ(C(i,m))2)©, where Z indicates summation over the i
records.

3. A method of identifying faults in a target system according to claim 2, further including a step of adding a warning
to the maintenance instruction that the fault identification may be based on incorrect information if X_mod for the
candidate data record having the largest X_org is larger than the value of X_org for that record.

4. A method of identifying faults in a target system according to any one of the previous claims, wherein:

the incident report correction database specifies links between pairs of the data records from the failure knowl-
edge database when a functional relation exists between the respective failure modes of the paired data records,
and
in the identifying step, the data records of the alternative components and/or the alternative failure symptoms
are directly or indirectly linked.

5. A method of identifying faults in a target system according to any one of the previous claims, further including
steps of:

collecting sensor measurements relating to one or more failure modes; and
before the calculating step, filtering the identified candidate failure mode and symptom data records by excluding
identified candidate failure mode and symptom data records having failure modes which are inconsistent with
the collected sensor measurements.

6. A method of identifying faults in a target system according to claim 5, wherein the method further includes a step
of providing a sensor measurement modification database (8) which specifies possible modifications to the collected
sensor measurements;
wherein the filtering step excludes identified candidate failure mode and symptom data records having failure modes
which are inconsistent with modified collected sensor measurements derived from the sensor measurement mod-
ification database; and
wherein the confidence values are calculated for the filtered candidate data records.

7. A method of identifying faults in a target system according to any one of the previous claims, wherein the method
further includes, after the comparing step and before the step generating a maintenance instruction, steps of:

generating a diagnosis instruction for the target system, the instruction pertaining to at least the candidate data
record having the highest calculated confidence value;
performing diagnostics on the target system to determine a likelihood of the failure mode of the or each candidate
data record in the diagnosis instruction; and
adjusting the calculated confidence value of the or each candidate data record in the diagnosis instruction on
the basis of the determined likelihood.

8. A method of identifying faults in a target system according to claim 7, wherein the step of performing diagnostics
includes producing a diagnosis result, and the generated maintenance instruction includes the diagnosis result.

9. A method of identifying faults in a target system according to any one of the previous claims, wherein the method
further includes a step of providing a maintenance instruction database (6) which specifies maintenance procedures
for failure modes of the target system; and
wherein the generated maintenance instruction provides a maintenance procedure, derived from the maintenance
instruction database, corresponding to the failure mode of the or each candidate data record in the maintenance
instruction.
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10. A method of identifying faults in a target system according to any one of the previous claims, wherein the target
system is a railway vehicle, railway infrastructure or a railway operation system.

11. A procedure for repairing a target system including:

performing the method of identifying faults of any one of the previous claims; and
performing maintenance on the target system according to the generated maintenance instruction.

12. A computer system (100) programmed to perform the method of any one of claims 1 to 10.

13. A computer program comprising code which, when run on a computer, causes the computer to perform the
method of any one of claims 1 to 10.

14. A computer readable medium storing the computer program of claim 13.
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